Background 23
Cirrus clouds have long been recognized for their unique contribution to climate (Liou 1986) . 24
In particular, whereas all clouds warm the atmosphere at night (positive top-of-atmosphere 25 forcing; TOA), cirrus is the only genus that can readily warm or cool (negative TOA forcing; 26 effectively all other clouds cool the daytime atmosphere) the daytime atmosphere depending on 27 their varying physical characteristics (i.e., cloud heights, temperatures, effective particle sizes, 28 surface thermal contrast and ice water path/cloud optical depth; e.g., Stephens and Webster 29 1981) . Conceptual models have long been established based on episodic regional measurements 30 or modeling case studies depicting the offsetting relationship between cirrus cloud infrared 31 absorption and reemission and solar albedo effects (e.g., Ackerman et al. 1988; Fu et al. 1993 ; 32 Jensen et al. 1994 ). They generally depict cirrus as daytime TOA warming agents, wherein 33 clouds exhibiting an optical depth up to near 1.0 cause a positive net TOA forcing effect that 34 exceeds negative net forcing (cooling) by optically-thicker clouds. Further, they imply that the 35 most significant forcing comes from optically-thicker clouds, wherein optically-thin clouds 36 contribute little to the overall forcing budget. 37
These classical conceptual models however, and thus the basis for our understanding of 38 cirrus cloud forcing within the global cloud radiation budget, were built on regional or single-site 39 datasets collected using long-antiquated remote sensing methodologies, and thus a fundamentally 40 lesser understanding of the global variability in cirrus cloud physical properties and occurrence 41 frequencies. With advanced ground and satellite-based observing systems established over 42 recent years, progress is being made at refining these models and better isolating the net daytime 43 forcing impact of cirrus clouds globally. In particular, we now recognize that cirrus clouds are 44 the most common cloud genus observed (in terms of absolute frequencies) in the atmosphere 45 (Stubenrauch et al. 2013 , and references therein), with global occurrence frequencies ranging 46 from 40-60% (Mace et al., 2009 ). Further, cirrus skew heavily toward relatively low ice water 47 content and low optical depth clouds (e.g., Sassen climatological model for tropical cirrus diurnal net TOA cloud forcing during the regional 54 summer monsoon period. Specifically, they recognize that net cloud forcing functions, similar to 55 those of the classic models outlined above, must be normalized by the relative frequencies of 56 cloud occurrence. Accordingly, this shifts the relative burden of net cirrus cloud forcing toward 57 more diffuse clouds, which are exponentially more prevalent, yielding a far more accurate net 58 forcing budget for that properly reconciles the climatic significance of optically-thin clouds 59 (optical depths < 0.3; Sassen and Cho 1992) that is enhanced in the aggregate. 60
In this paper, net daytime TOA cirrus cloud forcing (CRF) is evaluated for data collected at a 61 midlatitude site. Pairing a continuous one-year ground-based lidar-derived cirrus cloud 62 observational dataset with a radiative transfer model, annual net daytime TOA cloud forcing 63 characteristics are described. A slight positive annual net forcing (warming) is estimated overall. 64
However, a net daytime cooling contribution is found from the very thinnest clouds, a discovery 65 consistent with prior theory, and one that can be inferred from previous studies though the 66 process has yet to be specifically distinguished. Further, a distinct relationship between the sign 67 of net daytime forcing is resolved as a function of solar zenith angle and cloud top temperature (a 68 proxy in this context for height). These properties in tandem, combined with consideration of 69 varying surface albedos, imply that annual net daytime cirrus cloud forcing likely varies with 70 latitude, which in turn raises question as to how the sign and magnitude of daytime cirrus forcing 71 may vary seasonally with latitude and what the net daytime cirrus forcing contribution to the 72 global radiation budget is overall. These processes are described, and the means for how they 73 interrelate and impact net daytime TOA CRF solutions globally are hypothesized. The result is a 74 relatively simple depiction of forcing characteristics for a distinct midlatitude site overall, but 75 more importantly a conceptual model for how variance in daytime cirrus forcing likely manifests 76 meridionally over the global system. 77 Campbell et al. 2002) . Cirrus clouds were retrieved from these 84 data using signal processing algorithms described in Campbell et al. (2008) and Lewis et al. 85 (2016) . Specifically, however, genus discrimination is based on a thermal threshold that restricts 86 the sample to clouds with a corresponding top height temperature no warmer than -37° C. The 87 justification for applying this restriction with respect to MPLNET profiling is outlined in 88 MPLNET products, wherein clouds are sought and distinguished at each resolution and 96 regridded to a one-minute feature mask (1440 potential observations per day). Relatively high-97 resolution data sampling was thus applied for optimizing instrument signal-to-noise and retrieval 98 performance at cirrus cloud altitudes during daylight hours (see Campbell et al. 2008 for an 99 assessment of how MPL upper tropospheric cloud detection varies with temporal sampling 100 resolution). One-minute sampling was applied here at a nearly 3-to-1 rate more than the longer 101 averages combined. A total of 21,107 single cirrus cloud layers were compiled and studied. 102
Daytime is designated in this study as being those hours when incoming clear-sky net solar 103 radiance exceeds net outgoing energy. This condition limits apparent daylight hours versus those 104
found with a more traditional definition based on solar zenith angle (SZA) relative to the horizon 105 alone. Instead, this is an approximate threshold that segregates the diurnal cycle by contrasting 106 periods where net TOA CRF can be both positive or negative (daytime) versus those where it can 107 only be positive (nighttime; the impact of this decision within the analysis will be more clearly 108 apparent in Sec. 2.4). Note that the true threshold separating such daily periods is always 109 slightly lower with respect to incoming solar radiance in the presence of cloud than that applied, 110 depending on SZA, cloud physical properties and thermal surface contrast. For practical 111 purposes here, though, these differences are inconsequential. The distinction is critical, however, 112 for isolating the sign and corresponding magnitude of relative net daytime TOA CRF. The 113 relative distribution of daytime to nighttime hours in this year-long analysis is approximately 40-114 to-60%. 115
The 532 nm cloud extinction coefficient is the primary dependent lidar variable used to 116 simulate cloud radiative properties (Sec. 2.2). MPLNET/single-channel elastic lidar solutions for 117 cirrus cloud extinction coefficient, however, are unconstrained (i.e., Fernald 1984), meaning that 118 they cannot be solved directly. Therefore, the parameter is retrieved simultaneously here using 119 both 20 and 30 sr values for the extinction-to-backscatter ratio (the so-called "lidar ratio"), 120
respectively (e. Sampling bias at cirrus cloud altitudes is inherent to ground-based lidar observation due to 153 signal attenuation from low-level liquid water clouds and through optically-thick cirrus. Despite 154 a reasonable and consistent set of sample constraints introduced above, for instance, attenuation 155 effects can never be fully suppressed with respect to profiling above an initial cloud base. The 156 result is that some clouds are reported with a relatively low-biased cloud top, and thus a 157 truncated extinction coefficient profile and low-biased COD estimate, and others are not 158 identified at all within multi-layer scenes. Sassen and Cho (1992) suggest that COD values 159 between 3 and 5 reflect a practical upper limit for lidar cloud profiling due to increasing signal 160 attenuation effects. Campbell et al. (2015) show that this value is likely closer to 2.4 in current 161
Version 3 CALIOP datasets. COD estimates up to 3.0 are included in the 30 sr sample, as 162 described above. 163
The lack of multi-layer cirrus and liquid-water cloud scenes within the sample introduces an 164 additional measure of sampling bias toward optically-thinner clouds relative to attenuation 165 effects alone. Such cases presumably tend toward higher COD. As a whole, the absolute 166 daytime cirrus cloud frequency at GSFC within the sample is 16%, which is low by at least a 167 factor of two relative to CALIOP observations in the midlatitudes (e.g., Mace SZA. This indicates that the magnitude of single cooling events is generally stronger than that of 301 warming cases observed at lower SZA. 302
The basis for restricting daytime hours in this study to those where incoming net TOA clear-303 sky solar radiation exceeds outgoing total energy is borne out in Fig. 4b . As SZA increases 304 toward 80°, which proves the approximate effective annual SZA threshold found applying the 305 definition to these data, mean net daytime TOA CRF gradually converges from negative (i.e., 306 cooling) toward zero. It eventually becomes strongly positive (i.e., warming; not shown), under 307 what are defined as nighttime conditions. As described above, as incoming solar radiation 308 lessens with increasing solar angle, near the point where total incoming energy equals that 309 outgoing the solution for net daytime TOA CRF can never turn negative (again, with slight 310 caveats due to SZA, COD and the thermodynamic profile, though the data shown in Fig. 4b  311 verify that this offset is mostly negligible) and all clouds become TOA warming elements. 312 Therefore, the approximated threshold is applied as the only practical means for isolating the 313 potential fluctuation in the sign of net daytime cirrus cloud TOA CRF, which can only occur 314 under relatively significant solar insolation during daytime hours. Critically, previous attempts 315 to reconcile cirrus net TOA CRF properties have considered only the diurnal mean value (e.g., 316 respectively. 653
Figure 4
For the 2012 GSFC daytime GSFC cirrus cloud subset, (a) relative frequency of 655 cloud occurrence versus solar zenith angle in 1° intervals (see text for specific definition 656 for daytime hours) and corresponding average net TOA CRF (Fig. 2a) normalized by 657 these frequencies, for the 20 sr (blue) and 30 sr (red) S-value solutions respectively. 658 659
Figure 5
For the 2012 GSFC daytime GSFC cirrus cloud subset, (a) relative frequency of 660 cloud occurrence versus cloud top temperature in 0.5° C intervals ≤ -37° C (see text for 661 justification) and corresponding average net TOA CRF (Fig. 2a) 
